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Armchair \

Sitting at the table for a long time, for an extensive dinner or a 
pleasant coffee and tea time, is a pleasure for everyone. At least 
as long as you are sitting comfortably. Hello is a new experience 
at the table, thanks to its unique mix of sitting comfort and sober 
design.

Belgian craftsmanship
Inspired by Scandinavian design, the Hello dining chair is a fine 
example of Belgian craftsmanship. The opening between seat 
and back gives this chair a fresh, aesthetic look and contributes 
to the easy cleaning of the seat.

The wide armrests accentuate the original design and provide 
extra support when standing up. With its well-thought-out, 
minimalist design and robust construction, this dining chair 
stands firmly on its legs, yet is light and easy to move.

Welcome to the table
Surprise your guests at the table with this designer dining chair 
with wooden legs. Thanks to its ergonomic design and good 
support, the Hello dining chair is your ideal partner for long 
periods of sitting. Let that buffet come.

What makes the armchair Hello so unique? \

\ \ Minimalist Scandinavian design
\ \ Ergonomic handles 
\ \ Opening between seat and back
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TYPE B D H

Hello armchair 68 62 84 45 43 46 38 69 10 yes ����

�� = domestic use / ����  = project-based use / ������ = intensive project-based use

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Frame Polished metal, made of square tubes (20 x 20 x 2 
mm) and profiles containing the holes for securing the tub.
Legs Solid round beech legs with water-based lacquer, fitted 
as standard with PVC floor glides. The legs are mounted to the 
metal seat frame by means of a peg/hole connection which is 
anchored with solid PU bonding.
Seat shell Ergonomically moulded beech plywood tub of 
12 mm sheet thickness and fitted with four metal impact nuts.  
Features several layers of bonded foam for ergonomic sitting 
comfort.
Upholstery Tailored stitched upholstery, attached via butterfly 
clips to the seat. Wide range of fabric or artificial leather options 
available.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

\ \ Felt floor protectors
\ \ Teflon floor protectors

DIMENSIONS


